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	enterFactsOfCase:   The firm is is the business of providing expedited freight delivery services. The worker was engaged as a truck driver who was offered assignments through the firm’s dispatchers. If he accepted a delivery, he would pick-up the firm's pre-arranged rental vehicle, make pick-ups/deliveries and return the vehicle and return the bill of lading to the firm. There were no Form 1099s issued for the years of 2012 through 2014. There was a memo/form where the worker acknowledged the he was a temporary self-employed sub-contractor, responsible for his taxes. Only the worker noted that he received training from another driver. The firm, through its dispatchers, passed along its customers’ requirements such as pick-up times, deliver-by times and a description of the freight. The worker would receive his work assignments by phone which the worker could accept or reject. The firm noted that it kept a list of drivers with their available times as well as time of day and optimum mileage preferences. The dispatchers would call the next available driver that met the criteria. Each party indicated that the other determined the methods by which the assignments were performed; the firm noted that the worker chose his route, when to pick-up the truck, where to fuel the truck, and whether to unload or wait for someone else. Both parties agreed that the firm would be contacted if any problems or issues arose that the worker could not resolve. Both parties noted that the worker submitted bill of ladings along with the DOT log books. The worker noted that he was on-call daily; the firm agreed that he had no regular scheduled hours. His work routine was dependent on accepting any deliveries offered. Both parties agreed that the worker did not work at the firm’s location but drove the firm’s rented vehicle, and picked-up/delivered at a designated sites according to customers’ requirements. Both agreed that there were required safety meetings. Both also agreed that the worker was to provide the services personally. Each indicated that the other party would be responsible for hiring and pay other substitute workers but the firm indicated that it would involve ‘helpers.’                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         Both the firm and the worker agreed that the firm provided the rental truck, fuel, pallet jack, and hand truck. The worker mentioned that the firm provided packing supplies but the firm designated that another party did. Both agreed that the worker had no other expenses. Both agreed that the worker was paid mileage rates dependent on the amount of mileage; the worker also noted that he received a per trip rate. The worker had no other economic risk; firm discussed the diminishing of the worker’s income based on his performance. Both agreed that the customer paid the firm. Both agreed that the worker did not establish the level of payment for services; the firm did.  Both the firm and the worker agreed that there were no benefits and that either party could terminate the relationship without incurring a liability. The worker noted that he did not perform similar services for others during the same time period; the firm noted that the worker was not prohibited from working for other freight companies. Both parties agreed that the worker was represented as delivery driver for the firm. The worker noted that he wore a firm work shirt with the firm name and logo.  Both also agreed that the relationship ended when the worker left for another job; firm noted that he had worked part- time and obtained full-time employment.There were driver newsletters with information involving:- correctly entering time into the tracking phone- new warehouse location with less docking space therefore be on time and vacate as soon as possible- reporting to the firm when the truck is parked at end of day- how to fill out paperwork- fuel truck by end of day- must perform pre-trip inspections- use shortest, direct routesAlso provided was the Firm’s Driver/Contractor Manual, dated July 2012. The driver was joining the team. The manual provides critical contact information, procedures, and core expectations for the firm’s drivers. The Communication section included the following: unless advance notice given, drivers expected to be available 24/7, 365 days a year; must maintain a functioning mobile phone; some will be assigned tracking phones and will be required to use this device.When on assigned run, drivers must contact the office at multiple points to provide status updateThere was information on where the trucks were stored and procedures as well as paperwork requirements. 
	enterAnalysis: In determining whether an individual is an employee or an independent contractor under the common law, all evidence of both control and lack of control or independence must be considered. The relationship of the worker and the business must be examined. Facts that show a right to direct or control how the worker performs the specific tasks for which he or she is hired, who controls the financial aspects of the worker’s activities, and how the parties perceive their relationship should be considered. As is the case in almost all worker classification cases, some facts point to an employment relationship while other facts indicate independent contractor status. The determination of the worker’s status, then, rests on the weight given to the factors, keeping in mind that no one factor rules. The degree of importance of each factor varies depending on the occupation and the circumstances. Factors that illustrate whether there is a right to control how a worker performs a task include training and instructions. In this case, the firm retained the right to change the worker’s methods and to direct the worker to the extent necessary to protect its financial investment. The firm provided the worker with instructions, procedures and his work assignments. He provided the firm with his availability and preferences when it came to delivery assignments. The firm called the worker based on this information and if he refused, they would contact the next available driver. However, once he accepted an assignment, he performed his services according to the firm's scheduled pick-ups/delivery instructions from its customers. work hours and days. The worker was subject to certain restraints and conditions that were indicative of the firm's control. He rendered the services personally, had a continuous relationship and his services were an integral part of the firm's business. The firm rented the delivery trucks, and the worker had no expenses. The worker was given his pick-up/delivery instructions and the firm had the right to change the methods used by the worker. The worker was able to pick his own route but was told to choose the most direct route and was required to report daily to the firm at designated times/points. He did not have a financial investment in a business related to the services performed. Either the firm or the workers could terminate the agreement for services at any time without incurring a liability. These factors indicated the existence of an employer-employee relationship.Only the firm had the ability for profit or loss. It obtained the customer jobs, provided the vehicle and engaged the worker as a delivery driver. The worker’s services were a necessary and integral as the firm’s business was providing pick-up and delivery services to its customers. The worker was on call 24/7, 365 days, and understandably, rejected some work assignments. He provided his availability to the firm who would call if there was work. The worker had no set scheduled hours. The firm through its dispatcher would provide the worker with his job assignment, once he accepted he was to follow the instructions associated with the work assignment. He would pick up the rental vehicle where told, obtain fuel where told, call in to the firm at designated points as well as fill out the paperwork as instructed. Though he worked part-time, his services were continuous in nature. A continuing relationship between the worker and the person or persons for whom the services are performed indicates that an employer-employee relationship exists. A continuing relationship may exist where work is performed in frequently recurring although irregular intervals.  Factors that illustrate whether there is a right to direct and control the financial aspects of the worker’s activities include significant investment, unreimbursed expenses, the methods of payment, and the opportunity for profit or loss. In this case, the worker did not invest capital or assume business risks, and therefore, did not have the opportunity to realize a profit or incur a loss as a result of the services provided. Lack of significant investment by a person in facilities or equipment used in performing services for another indicates dependence on the employer and, accordingly, the existence of an employer-employee relationship.  The term “significant investment” does not include tools, instruments, and clothing commonly provided by employees in their trade; nor does it include education, experience, or training. The firm provided the rented delivery truck along with other equipment needed. The worker received a trip rate and mileage rate; he could make more or less depending on how much he worked but that is not considered a profit or loss due to the lack of investment.        Factors that illustrate how the parties perceive their relationship include the intent of the parties as expressed in written contracts; the provision of, or lack of employee benefits; the right of the parties to terminate the relationship; the permanency of the relationship; and whether the services performed are part of the service recipient’s regular business activities. There were no benefits and there was a written agreement; however, the firm's belief that the worker was an independent contractor pursuant to an agreement is without merit.  For federal employment tax purposes, it is the actual working relationship that is controlling and not the terms of the contract (oral or written) between the parties. The worker was a driver for the firm's freight business. He was not engaged in an independent enterprise, but rather the services performed by the worker were part of the necessary activities of the firm's regular business activities operations. Integration of the worker’s services into the business operations generally shows that the worker is subject to direction and control. When the success or continuation of a business depends to an appreciable degree upon the performance of certain services, the workers who perform those services must necessarily be subject to a certain amount of control by the owner of the business. Based on the above analysis, we conclude that the firm had the right to exercise direction and control over the worker to the degree necessary to establish that the worker was a common law employee and not an independent contractor operating a trade or business.     



